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Complex Networks



Presenter: Jirakhom Ruttanavakul



CS 790R, University of Nevada, Reno



Presented Papers „ Emergence of scaling in random networks, Barabási &



Bonabeau (2003) „ Scale-free networks, Barabási & Albert (1999) „ Scale-free and hierarchical structures in complex networks, Barabási et al. (2002)



Random vs. Scale-Free Networks „ Random Networks „ The number of vertices is fixed from the beginning and edges can be randomly connected or reconnected „ The probability that two vertices are connected is random and uniform „ Scale-Free Networks „ Vertices can be added or removed from the network, thus the size of the network varies over time „ Higher probability of connection to already popular vertices „ Network contains important nodes that have connections to many other nodes and are called “hubs”



Examples of Scale-Free Networks & Hubs „ WWW: Yahoo!, Google, etc. „ Physical Structure of the Internet: routers „ Sexual relationships: Sweden „ People connected by e-mail „ Hollywood: Kevin Bacon „ Scientific papers connected by citations: Erdős papers „ Business Partnerships: Genzyme, Chiron, Genentech „ Etc.



Random vs. Scale-Free Networks



Random vs. Scale-Free Networks



Examples of Scale-Free Networks & Hubs



Why Scale-Free Networks are Important „ Contemporary science cannot describe systems composed of



non-identical elements that have diverse and non-local interactions (elements = vertices, interactions = edges). „ „ „ „



Living systems: vertices = proteins & genes, or nerve cells; edges = chemical interactions, or axons Social sciences: vertices = individuals or organizations; edges = social interactions between them WWW: vertices = HTML documents; edges = hyperlinks Language: vertices = words; edges = syntactic relationships



„ The topology of real networks is mostly unknown, because these



networks are very large, and interactions are very complex „ Researchers have little understanding of network structures and properties



Properties of Scale-Free Networks „ Network can be freely expanded – Adding new vertices (Growth) „ New vertices usually are connected to already well connected



vertices (Preferential Attachment) „ The probability of a vertex to interact with other k vertices decays as a “Power Law”:



P(k ) ~ k −γ



„ Surprisingly, all examples given earlier shared the same power-



law and γ tends to fall between 2 and 3 „ The power-law distribution implies that nodes with only a few links are numerous, but few nodes have a large number of links



Networks following a Power Law



Network Models of ER & WS „ ER (Erdős and Rényi)



Start with N vertices; the probability of connection is unformly p „ Probability of a vertex to be connected to k other vertices is ⎛ N − 1⎞ k e −λ λ k ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ p (1− p ) N −1− k = λ N where P(k ) = ⎝k ⎠ k! „ WS (Watts and Strogatz) „ Start with N vertices forming a 1-D lattice: each vertex is connected to its nearest and next nearest neighbors „ Then each edge can be rewired to another vertex randomly chosen with probability p „ If p = 0, z = coordination number in the lattice „



P(k ) = δ (k − z ) „ In these two models, nodes with a large number links (hubs) are absent



Incorporating Two Major Factors „ Two major factors – Growth and Preferential Attachment „ Growth : Start with mo nodes and add new nodes with m ≤ mo



edges linked to different existing vertices „ Preferential Attachment: Assume probability (Π) that a new node will be connected to an existing node i depends on the connectivity ki of that node „



Π(ki) = ki /Σj kj



„ After t time steps, this model will lead to a random network with



t+mo nodes and mt edges „ Follows a power law with γmodel = 2.9 ± 0.1 (correct model should have a distribution whose features are independent of time)



Why These Two Factors are Important „ To prove that these two factors are important in the



development of the network, the authors investigate two variants of the model „ Model A: keep the growth but eliminate preferential attachment Instead, a new vertex is connected with equal probability to any vertex in the system Π(ki) = 1 / (mo + t – 1) „ This leads to P(k) ~ exp(-βk) and eliminates the scalefree property „



Why These Two Factors are Important „ Model B: The number of vertices is fixed, and



preferential attachment is integrated into the network Π(ki) = ki /Σj kj „



At first, the system follows as power-law, but after N2 time steps, all the nodes are connected



„ In the development of power-law (scale-free)



distribution network, both factors are needed



The Rich get Richer „ All nodes are not equal, the more connected nodes tend



to acquire new connections from the new nodes added to the system „



more connected actors tend to be chosen for a new role



„ With preferential attachment, a vertex that acquires



more connections than another one tends to increase its connectivity at a higher rate (earlier nodes are favored, becoming popular nodes and more favored, etc.) „



∂ki/∂t = ki/2t, which gives ki(t) = m(t/ti) 0.5, where ti is the time vertex i was added



How to Model a Network „ Use “rich-get-richer” properties to calculate γ analytically, by



defining P[ki(t) < k], or P[ti > m2t/k2] „ „ „



Assume the vertices are added to the system at the same time Over a long period of time, the system will reach P(k) = 2m2/k3 giving γ = 3, independently of m This model can’t be expected to account for all aspects of the studied networks



„ Based on the authors’ simulations, scaling is present only for



Π(k) ~ k. If the mechanism is faster than linear, the topology will be star-shaped. „ The model can be easily modified to account for exponents different from γ = 3, for example a fraction p of the links can be redirected, yielding γ(p) = 3 – p



Advantages & Disadvantages „ Advantages of scale-free networks



Robust against accidental failures „ Understanding the characteristics of the scale-free networks can prevent disasters „



„ „



Computer viruses Epidemic of diseases



„ Disadvantages of scale-free networks



Vulnerable to coordinated attacks „ Can’t easily eradicate the viruses or diseases already in the system „



Stopping Viruses in Scale-Free Networks



Hierarchical Network Model



Why Hierarchical Networks „ The architecture of hierarchical networks is significantly different from



scale-free and random networks „ Can’t be described using scale-free or random network models „ Rather follow a scaling law: C (k ) ~ −1



k



Where: C is the Clustering Coefficient of a node with k links „ C = 2ni/ki(ki-1); ni is the number of links between the ki neighbors of i. Random Network: C(N) ~ N-1 ; Scale-Free Network : C(N) ~ N-0.75 „ Ex. of hierarchical networks: „ 5 nodes : C = 1, k = 5 „ 25 nodes : C = 3/19, k = 20 „ 125 nodes : C = 3/83, k = 84 „



Real-World Hierarchical Networks



Conclusion „ Complex networks whose number of vertices is known



in advance and fixed can be described by random network models „ Expandable networks that have preferential attachment follow a power law and can be described by scale-free network models „ In hierarchical networks, the clustering coefficient follows a scaling law
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